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Dostoievsky, Nathanael West, and
SOIne ConteInporary AInerican
Fiction
by Joseph Taylor Skerrett, Jr.
With the death, in 1961, of Ernest Hemingway, and, one year later, of William
Faulkner, a period in the history of American prose literature came finally to a close.
Hemingway and Faulkner were the finest craftsmen of the Lost Generation, and if
any of the voices of that group had to be heard for thirty years beyond the time for
which they properly spoke, it is well, I suppose, that they were these. Others-Gertrude
Stein, for example - might have been dogmatic, salon-type figures, gathering young
writers on hassocks and cushions and forming their imaginations by the force of a
more mature style, a more confident vision, and more firmly fixed opinions.
But such was not the case. Hemingway spent the last years of his life projecting
the image of the Tough Old Man and attempting to camouflage the psychological
sources of his lyrical style; Faulkner, in like manner, declined toward death denying
the complexities of his mind, choosing rather to hide in privacy, behind a facade of
genteel, but ignorant, rusticity. Which is not to say that they influenced no one. On
the contrary. Hemingway influenced everyone - even Faulkner - and altered quite
permanently the way short stories are written in America. And Faulkner, by helping
to establish the South as that image of America in which anything can, and usually
does, happen, has influenced the writing and the careers of such fine and diverse
writers as Carson McCullers, William Styron, Eudora Welty, Truman Capote, and
the late Flannery O'Connor.
There are, however, other images of America, and writers - many fine writers
- who found literary kinship not with The Sun Also Rises and Absalom! Absalom!
but with less celebrated works by less successful figures. For just as in order to find
the sources of William Faulkner's style and vision, we must turn from the most evident of his predecessors, from the classic American literature of Hawthorne and Melville, and search out the certainly far less impressive works of Mark Twain and Sherwood Anderson and Thomas Beer and the strangulated rhetoric of Joseph Conrad,
so, in order to define the ancestry of some of our contemporary writers, it is necessary to leave Hemingway and Faulkner and to seek out certain other, far less impressive writers.
Some of these contemporaries - Bruce Jay Friedman, Joseph Heller, J. P. Donleavy, John Barth, Thomas Pynchon, James Purdy-have since the death of Faulkner
received a measure of public and critical recognition. They have written for Esquire
and the Hudson Review, and have been reviewed by TIME; their works - Stern,
Catch - 22, Malcolm, The Sot-Weed Factor - have been assigned in University
courses, nudging the perils of Holden Caulfield and Lord of the Flies. Some have
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moved up to larger, more prestigious publishing houses. And what is, perhaps, most
important, they have been gathered, grouped and labelled - the Black Humorists,
they are called - and such a compendious generality is bound to stir some of the
major practitioners of literary criticism to vigorous exercises of definition and/or
qu alification.
But for the time being, at least, let us be satisfied with this label - the Black
Humorists. It generalizes about the fictions of these men at least as well as "the Lost
Generation" did about that of Fitzgerald and Hemingway and Thomas Wolfe. And
it points the contrast between the two groups, for who would call Fitzgerald or Hemingway or Faulkner Black Humorists? Hemingway's humor attempts to be sacrilegiOUS and succeeds in being grim, and Faulkner, when not grotesque, writes of
God as "the cosmic Joker" in a right solemn tone of voice. And if there is any characteristic common to the Black Humorists, it is a lack of solemnity, a broadly and
irreverently comic view of the world. The focus of their attention is not on the nobility
of man's endurance in the face of the terrors of living - if I may so over-simplify
the Faulknerian vision - but rather on the inevitable failure of his efforts and the
consequent absurdity of his activities. Joseph Heller's novel, Catch - 22, concerns
a soldier who is justifiably paranoid, and who sees the world as "a man beating
a dog with a stick like the man who was beating the horse with a whip in Raskolnikov's
dream" only to have that image of it replaced by that of a man "beating a small
boy brutally in the midst of an immobile crowd of adult spectators who made no effort to intervene." In the face of this, Heller's hero, Yosarrian, conceives his most
necessary function to be the preservation of his life in a world more criminally negligent than actually malevolent. John Barth's first novel, The Floating Opera tells the
story of why Todd Andrews, a well-to-do, eccentric Maryland lawyer, suddenly decided not to kill himself, because, though he had found no logical reasons for living,
he had found none for suicide either. He resolves, therefore, not to kill himself in confusion and thus goes on living, reasoning:
To realize that nothing has absolute value is, surely, overwhelming, but

if one goes no further from that proposition than to become a saint, a
cynic, or a suicide on principle, one hasn't gone far enough. If nothing
makes any final difference, that fact makes no final difference either,
and there is no more reason to commit suicide, say, than not to, in the
last analysis.
Now the first impression, I suppose, is that what we have here is the Americanization of nausea, a sort of yankee angs4· cis atlantic existentialism. And certainly
that first impression tells part of the tale. These writers, like their reading public, are
the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the generation that killed God, and His
absence is an absurdity that may now be joked about as it could not before. We
have gotten used to it, as Faulkner and Hemingway and their generation never did,
24
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despite all their brave, humanist-liberal efforts. The thinking of their successors, the
Black Humorists, is permeated with that of Sartre, Camus, Heidegger, Celine, and
other philosophes.
Which leads directly to another part of the tale: these works are discursive and
intellectual in a way the novel has not been for some time now. The Black Humorists
- some of them - have looked back to the traditions of 18th Century English prose
fiction, to the masterworks of Sterne and Fielding for a fresh approach to the writing
of the novel in the mid-twentieth century. Thomas Pynchon 's novel v., in many ways
a typical example, has a completely omniscient author and chapter headings in the
classical manner :
Chapter ten : In which various sets of young people get together.
Chapter twelve: In which things are not so amusing .
Chapter thirteen: In which the yo-yo string is revealed as a state of mind.

Th e Sot-Weed Factor, John Barth 's finest work to date, is an 800 page, allegedly
historical novel set in London and Colonial Maryland at the end of the seventeenth
century, and composed thoroughly in the literary language of Henry Fielding and
other writers of the period. Barth's hero is" one rangy, gangling flitch called Ebenezer
Cooke, more ambitious than talented, and yet more talented than prudent." Ebenezer
fancies himself a poet and produces " quires of couplets after the fashion of the day,
afroth with Joves and Jupiters, aclang with jarring rhymes, and string-taut with
similes stretched to the snapping-point. " Barth's characters and situations are indisputably American, though, and his concerns are as American as they are mindful
of the philosophic discursions of Sterne. As when Ebenezer "Wonders Whether the
Course of Human History is a Progress, a Drama, a Retrogression, a Cycle, an
Undulation, a Vortex, a Right- or Left-Handed Spiral, a Mere Continuum, or What
Have You ." Indeed, Sterne becomes a shadow, and twentieth-century America comes
centerstage when "Certain Evidence Is Brought Forward, but of an Ambiguous and
Inconclusive Nature. "
The works of the Black Humorists tend to be stylized and mannered in form,
as was the poetry of the earlier half of the century. Pynchon 's and Barth's and Purdy's
books are filled with precise effects of language and diction, and frequent virtuosities
of plotting and characterization. ConSidering the madness now sweeping the country
for things Baroque and otherwise stylish, like old books, long hair, Tiffany lamps,
pince-nez eyeglasses, teased hair, tight trousers, and the various manifestations of
" camp " this revival of 18th Century literary conventions would seem both fitting
and inevitable.
The Black Humorists, however, are not a fad. The image of America and
American civilization which their peculiar genius emphasizes, the image of America
as a ludicrous failure, has been used before, though not with such public recognition
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and agreement. In the pessumsm of the later Twain, and, particularly, in the surrealist imagination of Nathanael West, we find both a history for their method, and
an introduction to their vision.
Among those dissenters from the American Dream who have occasionally earned
a high place in our literature, Nathanael West must surely be the most pessimistic.
In the four books he wrote before his untimely death in 1940 - The Dream Life of
Balso Snel4 Miss Lonelyhearts, A Cool Million, and The Day of the Locust - there
is not a single character of whom it might be said the author approved without
qualification. West despised the Civilization symbolized for him by the false facades
of Hollywood movie sets, the false sexuality of advertising and communications
media, and the crushed and cheated people forced to draw the sustenance of their
lives from such travesities of art, beauty, and affection. The America portrayed in
his masterwork, Miss Lonelyhearts, is a world in which God has been replaced by
the advice to the agonized column in the daily newspaper, where Jesus Christ is
nothing more than "the Miss Lonelyhearts of Miss Lonelyhearts" and religion has
decayed into the cultism of institutions like the "First Church of Christ, Dentist." For
West, America was not, in essence, the principle of chOice, the land of opportunity,
the most SOcially mobile and free society in human history. He saw it as a lie, and
joined the ranks of those other skeptics and pessimists who saw the essence of Roman
civilization in the decay of family life and the corruption of the leadership, not in the
Pax Romana; the essence of Renaissance Spain in the autos da fe, not in the Reconquista and the art of EI Greco. In the Westian view, the essence of the American
dream lies in its impossibility, in the failure of ourselves as a nation to concretize
it in reality.
His novels, short as they are, contain an incisive criticism of twentieth century
life. With a surrealist technique and a cinematic eye and ear for detail, West was
able to contract a vision of American civilization to within a few hundred pages.
He was probably the first major American writer to recover from Freud, and as a
result West's characterization is free from the heavy-handed determinism that ruined
so many novels of the '20's and '30's. It was West's view that the artist should take
from Freud and the other great psychological analysts such elements of their discoveries as would serve to create a new mythology, a new universal frame of reference, out of which the writer could draw images.
"Psychology has nothing to do with reality," he wrote, "nor should it be used
as motivation. The novelist is no longer a psychologiSt. Psychology can become
more important. The great body of case histories can be used in the way the ancient
writers use their myths. Freud is your Bullfinch; you can not learn from him." The
function of the psychologist is to be that of cataloger, defining and organizing phenomena with which we are all familiar, while the artist acts to organize these phenomena as images, indications of human states of mind and emotion.
Properly understood, this goes far to explain the style of West's work, and in
particular, that of Miss Lonelyhearts - narrative effacement. For just as West does
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not cut and fit his characters to the frame of Freud's, after all, philosophical conception of man, neither does he place himself, as narrator, between the reader and the
image of which the reader himself is the ultimate source, and which should, therefore,
communicate directly. West's prose, then, has a carefully composed, tightly controlled
quality, melding together a flow of images in the mind of the character called Miss
Lonelyhearts to present the reader with a mosaic but complete picture of him. The
style is at once straightforward, sensuous and dry , with a direct appeal to the visual
imagination. As when he describes Miss Lonelyhearts' religiOUS experience:
He fastened his eyes on the Christ that hung on the wall opposite his
bed. As he stared at it, it became a bright fly, spinning with qUick grace
on a background of blood velvet sprinkled with tiny nerve stars. Everything else in the room was dead - chairS, table, pencils, clothes, books.
He thought of this black world of things as a fish. And he was right,
for it suddenly rose to the bright bait on the wall. It rose with a splash
of music and he saw its shining silver belly.
Christ is life and light.
" Christ! Christ!" This shout echoed through the innermost cells
of his body.
He moved his head to a cooler spot on the pillow and the vein in
his forehead became less swollen. He felt clean and fresh. His heart was
a rose and in his skull another rose bloomed.
The almost familiar surreal image of the rose inside a skull here is used to
bring to the reader a full, pictorial realization of Miss Lonelyhearts ' state of mind
as he succumbs to what he feels is a religiOUS experience.
Among the Black Humorists, it is James Purdy who most felicitously shares
West's enthusiasm for surrealist techniques. He makes fine use of them in describing
how the innocent young hero of his novel, M alcalm, waits in an apartment while
Eloisa Brace, who has promised to paint his portrait, attends a jazz concert on the
floor above :
Everywhere in the house, no matter at what hour, one felt it was afternoon,
late afternoon breaking into twilight, with a coolness, too, like perpetual
autumn, an autumn that will not pass into winter owing to some damage
perhaps to the machinery of the cosmos. It will go on being autumn, go
on being cool, but slowly, slowly everything will begin to fall piece by
piece, the walls will slip down ever so little, the strange pictures will warp,
the mythological animals will move their eyes slightly for the last time
as they fade into indistinction, the strings of the bass will loosen and fall,
the piano keys wrinkle and disappear into the wood of the instrument,
and the beautiful alto sax shrivel into foil.
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Malcolm is a beautiful novel, and bears a relationship to Miss Lonelyhearts
in more than its use of surrealist techniques. Both West and Purdy conceive of their
main characters as types or figures of Christ. Even more straitly, Purdy's tale of
passive goodness can be compared to West's satiric parody of the Horatio Alger
books in A Cool Million. A Cool Million is subtitled " the dismantling of Lemuel
Pitkin " and Malcolm is similarly destroyed, though not piecemeal.
But, for that matter, comparison can be made between Malcolm and Melville's
Pierre, or the Ambiguities. And after that, a comparison to the Aeneid or Simp licissimus might suggest itself. Let me not digress: it is the style of Malcolm that reminds one of West, and that is the point here.
Purdy, with an almost Flaubertian artistry, begins Malcolm with this sentence:
"In front of one of the most palatial hotels in the world, a very young man was
accustomed to sit on a bench which, when the light fell in a certain way, shone like
gold." A sentence of which the British critic David Daiches has said, " It has the
beautiful matter-of-fact clarity of a fairy tale (complete with the reference to gold),
the stark realism of the documentary, and the provocative deadpan of the satire."
These three qualities of tone: clarity, documentary detachment (narrative effacement), and deadpan satire are perhaps the most certain connection between Nathanael
West's four short novels and the works of the Black Humorists. Heller is more direct
than West; Barth, more virtuosic; Purdy, more gentle. But West contains them all
at his finest moments; the opening of Miss Lonelyhearts,'
The Miss Lonelyhearts of the New York Post-Dispatch (Are you
in trouble? - Do-you-need-advice? - Write-to-Miss-Lonelyhearts-andshe-will-help-you) sat at his desk and stared at a piece of white cardboard. On it a prayer had been printed by Shrike, the feature editor.
Soul of Miss 1., glorify me.
Uody of Miss 1., nourish me.
Blood of Miss 1., intoxicate me.
Tears of Miss 1., wash me.
Oh good Miss 1., excuse my plea;
And hide me in your heart,
And defend me from mine enemies.
Help me, Miss L., help me, help me.
Although the deadline was less than a quarter of an hour away,
he was still working on his leader. He had gone as far as : " Life is
worth while, for it is full of dreams and peace, gentleness and ecstacy,
and faith that burns like a clear white flame on a grim dark altar." But
he found it impossible to continue. The letters were no longer funny .
With small, qUick strokes West here fixes the situation and sets the reader's attitude
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toward Shrike, the feature editor and author' of the cruel prayer. All done with the
force of the language as it reflects a real world, there is no description, no psychological analysis. We are given the integument of reality in the reference to the pitch
line of the agony column - "Are you in trouble? Do-you-need-advice?" - in the
juxtaposition of the name of a real city and the name of a real newspaper from
another city, in the familiar use of definitive terminology like " feature editor" and
"leader." All without any expression of the author's attitude. And we are given Miss
Lonelyhearts himself with equal deftness and economy. We need only read the beginning of his leader and note the false rhetoric and desperate adjectives to be thrust
directly toward the heart of the conflict. Yet the author has neither described nor
judged either Miss Lonelyhearts or Shrike. West has only observed and reported what
he has seen.
Similarly, one gets the impression at the beginning of Malcolm that James
Purdy has only observed the very young man seated on the gold bench. The fairytale tone is set by the sweeping generality of the phrases-"one of the most palatial" ;
" a bench which, when the light fell in a certain way." Purdy as author is distant,
never pressing with limiting details, always noting and recording the vocabulary
and cadences of the "professional love-speakers" who draw Malcolm to his death.
Never once does the narrator suggest alarm or displeasure or even insight. Malcolm
is destroyed - for don 't fairy tales always concern some harm come to children?
- and his destruction is caused by the selfishness and negligence of people who
have no interest in him for himself, but who feel that "texture is all, substance nothing"
and that they must have his beauty "for their very own. "
Malcolm is a figure of purposeless and utterly passive goodness who does not
even understand what people mean when they say that they want him " for their very
own." He does not grasp what is being done to him, and exclaims shortly before
his death from acute alcoholism and sexual hyperaesthesia: " 'I have lost everything!'
the boy said, and then his violence disintegrated into a sudden calm and even sweetness." Malcolm perishes never haVing understood what is going on and, in this,
stands a marked contrast to Yossarian, the hero of Heller's Catch - 22. Yossarian
is aware of one thing: that the actions of everyone around him can result in only
one eventuality - his death. The novel presents us with images of the wartime situation as it seems to him; out of joint with time, place, normal human response, common sense, and logical determination. As Miss Lonelyhearts is obsessed with the
idea of himself as Christ and Ebenezer Cooke with that of himself as Virgin and
Poet-Laureate of Maryland, Yossarian is possessed by the idea of himself as Victim.
Now of course the hero as victim is one of the basic themes of modern literature; in Dostoievsky, in Kafka, in O'Neill and an endless list of others. The Black
Humorists are all squarely within this modern tradition. But where the attitude of
O'Neill, for example, was one of sympathy with modern man as victim of the cosmos
and the godless mechanized civilization he had created, Purdy and Barth, Friedman
and Pynchon are more distant. In 63: Dream Palace, Purdy expresses the idea of
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man at the mercy of the physical in terms of sophisticated but irrational terror:
Perhaps ten minutes passed this way in the silence of the city night;
that is a silence in which although one cannot really say this is a sound
I am hearing now, many little contractions and movements like the
springs of a poorly constructed machine make one feel that something
will break with a sudden crash and perhaps destroy everyone.
The hero of this novella, Fenton Riddleway, like Malcolm, is destroyed by people
incapable of really caring for anyone but themselves and who are themselves poorly
constructed parts of that machine we sometimes fear will break "and perhaps destroy everyone."
Ebenezer Cooke in Barth's The Sot- Weed Factor, falls victim to an equally
shaky world. On his way to Colonial Maryland to take over the management of his
father's tobacco plantations there, he is set upon by pirates, shipwrecked, captured
by Indians, and, in the confuSion, gives away his estates and nearly rapes his sister.
But Ebenezer's victimization arises from his false and ridiculous concept of himself.
He admits to his friend and tutor Henry Burlingame that" in no matter of import
can I make up my mind. The moment I grow sensible that I must choose, I see
such virtues in each alternative that none outshines the rest." Yet he fastens himself
to the idea that he is Ebenezer Cooke, Gentleman, Poet and Laureate of Maryland
and dedicates his virginity to his art. His poems, included by the Author for the
reader's judgment, are nothing more than the Hudibrastic doggerel of the period,
neither true to his experiences nor painterly in their execution. Though on his passage from Britain to Maryland he is served nothing "more exotic than eggs, fresh
veal, and a few indifferently prepared vegetables," Ebenezer reports:
You ask, What eat our merry Band
En Route to lovely MARYLAND?
ill

ill

ill

The Finest from two Hemispheres,
From roasted Beef to Quarter'd Deers;
The Best of new and antick Worlds,
Fine curry'd lamb and basted Squirrels.
We washed all down with liqUid cheer Barbados Rum and English Beer.
'Twere vain to seek a nobler Feast
In legend'd West or story'd East,
Than this our plenteous Shipboard Store
Provided by LORD BALTIMORE.
And this is but an indication of the false innocence with which he approaches what
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must be the bawdiest fictional worlds since that created by Rabelais for Gargantua.
As Burlingame pOints out, Ebenezer's pride is in his "innocence, which he raises
above circumstance and makes a special virtue." Such innocence cannot be supported
in the world, and it is only when it, and his virginity, and his art have been renounced that Ebenezer can make peace with the world. When he has described the
people in the world as he really sees them, as:
Figures, so strange, no GOD design'd
To be a Part of Human Kind:
But Wanton Nature, void of Rest,
Moulded the brittle Clay in Jest ..
when he has buried his illusions, and only then, does the world accept him.
Bruce Jay Friedman tells in Stern the story of another man with a misplaced
essence. Stern is a Jew, but his Jewishness means nothing more than the prejudices
and rudenesses of other people directed toward him. It has lost all meaning for him
- religious, cultural, historical, mystical. Thomas Pynchon's V. counterpoints the
search of Herbert Stencil for the mysteriOUS V. with the low-life activities of Benny
Profane, an ex-sailor, in such a way as to suggest the absurdity of the metaphysical,
political, and psychological metamorphoses of V., and the superiority of Profane's
equally meaningless but less pretentious way of life. The absurdity of the characters
is underscored by their ridiculous names: Benny Profane, Dudley Eigenvalue, Dewey
Gland. V. herself, under various guises is known as Victoria Wren, Vera Meroving,
and Veronica Manganese. All occupations are equally absurd. Father Fairing, a
Jesuit, is pastor of a parish inhabited by the rats of the New York City sewers. An
artist called Slab paints portraits of Cheese Danish; Dudley Eigenvalue practices
Dental Psychology.
The main characters of each of these novels learns, if anything is learned at
all, that his grand conception of his own being and essence cannot be supported
in reality. If there is any unifying common denominator to the Black Humorists'
thought, it is a belief in the necessity of living life on a human scale, not in terms
of impossible and absurd concepts and false importances. And this also they share
with Nathanael West. A Cool Million is a skillful parody of the American Dream
as incarnated and idealized in the Horatio Alger series. In West's version, the allAmerican boy out to make his way in the world is beaten by the police, swindled,
has his teeth extracted while unjustly imprisoned, loses an eye and later a leg, and
is finally assassinated by political fanatics. Lemuel Pitkin, like Malcolm, is involved
with forces he does not understand; he has been told by Shagpoke Whipple, an exPresident of the United States, that he must join the American Fascist Party in order
to preserve for "American citizens their inalienable birthright: the right to sell their
labor and their children's labor without restrictions as to either price or hours," and
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is murdered while working for this goal.
West's strongest indictment of American civilization is in this novel put into
the mouth of Chief Satinpenny, a Harvard educated Indian who subsequently scalps
poor Lem. He says:
We accepted the white man's civilization, syphilis and the radio, tuberculosis and the cinema. We accepted his civilization because he himself
believed in it. But now that he has begun to doubt, why should we continue to accept? ... What in his wisdom was he dOing? I'll tell you .
He was making clever cigarette lighters. He was making superb fountain
pens. He was making paper bags, doorknobs, leatherette satchels. All
the powers of water, air and earth he made to turn his wheels within
wheels within wheels within wheels within wheels. They turned, sure
enough, and the land was flooded with toilet paper, painted boxes to
keep pins in, key rings, watch fobs , leatherette satchels.
When the paleface controlled the things he manufactured, we red
men could only wonder at and praise his ability to hide his vomit. But
now all the secret places of the earth are full. Now even the Grand Canyon will no longer hold razor blades. Now the dam, 0 warriors, has
broken and he is up to his neck in the articles of his manufacture.
But Satinpenny is also absurd, and we hear that absurdity in the derivative and
conglomerate rhetoriC of his war cry to the Indians:
The day of vengeance is here. The star of the paleface is sinking and
he knows it. Spengler has said so; Valery has said so; thousands of
his wise men proclaim it. Oh brothers, this is the time to run upon his
neck and the bosses of his armor. While he is sick and fainting, while
he is dying of a surfeit of shoddy.
Satinpenny is as much a misuser of language as the lost creatures who surround and destroy Malcolm; Lemuel's impenetrable faith in the goodness of people
leads him to his destruction, Malcolm's innocence to his, Ebenezer's pride to his.
Miss Lonelyhearts is also ruined by the "surfeit of shoddy," but the shoddiness in
his case is within as well as without. He is not the innocent that Lem and Malcolm
are. Miss Lonelyhearts, as his name and contrasting person might suggest, is a
double man, like Dostoievsky's Raskolnikov or Dmitri Karamazov. He is capable
of the most pure intentions, but is incapable of carrying them out.
Raskolnikov, in Crime and Punishment, is presented as such a dual-natured
man. In one chapter, we observe his coldly rational planning of the murder of the old
pawnbroker, and in the next we see him leave his last few kopecks on the windowsill
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at the Marmeladov's wretched apartment. Yet it is his a b sol ute side, his will to
power, which triumphs and brings him down . Dmitri Karamazov is similarly schizoid,
one part of him accepting responsibility for all the evil in the world, another part
rejecting all responsible action because of his inability to comfort " all the crying
babies. "
West's character is certainly modelled on this pattern. He has all the sadomasochistic qualities of Dmitri and Raskolnikov. He seeks escape from the perception
of evil thrust upon him by the miserable letters addressed to his column by contemplating and attempting sexual encounters. But this escape is blocked: thoughts of
sex bring to his mind images of skeletons within tents and thighs like millstones.
He turns to violence when the elderly pervert called "the clean old man" refuses to
dredge up the misery of his past life for Miss Lonelyhearts:
"Tell us the story of your life," he said, loading his voice with sympathy.
"I have no story."
"You must have. Everyone has a life story."
The old man began to sob.
" Yes I know, your tale is a sad one. Tell it, damn you tell it. "
When the old man remained silent, he took his arm and twisted it .
He refused to let go. He was twisting the arms off all the sick and miserable, broken and betrayed, inarticulate and impotent. He was twisting
the arms of Desperate, Broken-hearted, Sick-of-it-all, Disillusioned with
tubercular husband.
An even greater similarity exists between Miss Lonelyhearts and Prince Myshkin
in The Idiot. Myshkin is self-conscious about his relationship with his associates, as
Miss Lonelyhearts has become self-conscious about the role he plays in writing the
agony column. Myshkin is torn between being what is expected of him and what he
himself is tempted to, and the something which tells him the situation is impOSSible.
He knows he is absurd, or at least that his ingenuousness seems so to others :
There's no reason to be troubled because we're absurd, is there ? You
know it really is true that we're absurd, that we're shallow, have bad
habits, that we're bored, that we don 't know how to look at things, that
we can't understand; we're all like that, you and I and they! And you
are not offended at my telling you to your faces that you're absurd?
Are you? And if that's so, aren't you good material? Do you know to
my thinking it's a good thing sometimes to be absurd; it's better in fact,
it makes it easier to forgive one another, it's easier to be humble.
Myshkin's personality is a passive one, like Malcolm's. He attempts to be the still
center of the agitated lives around him, but not without cost. He is destroyed, as is
Miss Lonelyhearts, in the process of achieving a good intention. Myshkin loses con-
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trol of his mind in attempting to dispense love to a man who had once attempted
to kill him and who has now murdered the woman for whom he considered the simple little Prince a rival. Myshkin fails in his attempt to embody goodness, as Miss
Lonelyhearts fails in his attempt to act as Christ and answer "the cry for help from
Desperate, Harold S., Catholic-mother, Broken-hearted, Broad-shoulders, Sick-of-itall, Disillusioned-with-tubercular husband." Both learn in the encounter that they cannot BE spirit, but can only be man. That human spirituality is in the flesh and
through the flesh, and is thereby and therefore limited.
Now Dostoievsky's methods do not run to Black Humor; his irony is the tragiC
irony of The Idiot and the Karamazov's, not the broad comic irony of Barth and
Pynchon and Heller. But it cannot be denied that Dostoievsky gave advance warning of the oncoming "surfeit of shoddy" as the Machine Age spread eastward as well
as westward and destroyed the traditionalities of Russia. The 19th Century, with its
faith in progress and in the processes of human logiC, and in historic and biological
inevitability was summed up for him by the great pig-iron and glass Crystal Palace
of the London Exposition-a logical absurdity of senseless size, questionable strength,
and absolute sterility. Dostoievsky observed society redUcing man to fit the schema
of things to come, denying the necessity and efficacy of his beliefs with its rationalism,
his right to life and expectation of amelioration within that life by its social-Darwinism and laissezjaire economics. Human beings of any sensitivity were broken,
divided in two like Raskolnikov, wanting to act absolutely, with cold rationality, "like
Napoleon" and caring nothing for the value of individual lives, and at the same
time feeling weak at the perception of all the evil and suffering and misery of the
world.
There are no whole people in Dostoievsky's world: all are either divided within
or feel the necessity of associating with some foil, some person of an opposite nature.
It is his youngest brother, Alyosha, that Dmitri loves most, and yet Alyosha is more
like poor Myshkin than like Dmitri. Myshkin's own attraction to Rogozhin, Raskolnikov's for SVidrigailov are on a like plane. Myshkin's self-consciousness brings it
to the fore, as he contrasts this new, divided man, with the old:
In those days they were men of one idea, but now we are more nervous,
more developed, more sensitive; men capable of two or three ideas at
once ... Modern men are broader-minded - And I swear that this
prevents their being so all-of-a-piece as they were in those days.
Ebenezer, Malcolm, Stern are all figures of this new broad-minded man as he
lives and breathes in the middle of the twentieth century. The works of the Black
HumoriSts - this parade of real and imagined innocents, these pictographs of the
carnage of our civilization - are filled with the new man. Miss Lonelyhearts, overreaching the possibilities of his human nature; Malcolm, too innocent to understand
that what people mean by "I must have you for my very own" is absolutely nothing;
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Stern, pinned and wriggling on the walls of other people's prejudices; Jacob Horner,
in John Barth's End of the Road, a man so broad-minded and uncommitted and
capable of multiple thoughts that he introduces himself by saying: " In a sense, I am
Jacob Horner."
And, in a sense, so are we all. Secure behind our self-conceptions and our
broad-mindedness. And leaving behind us a wake of murdered children, lost identities,
razor blades, leatherette satchels. The Black Humorists have set the hounds of the
old mortality at the heels of our absurd abstractions, our false and dangerous theories, our dehumanizing ph 0 n in e s s. They raise a laughing voice, and join with
Nathanael West against the " surfeit of shoddy "; with Dostoievsky 's Underground
Man to ask: " Hadn 't we better kick over the whole show here, and scatter rationalism" - and absolutisms and theoretics of every order - " to the devil, and to enable
us to live once more at our own sweet foolish will."
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